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The well-known Dunford-Taylor operational calculus for closed linear operators 
in Banach spaces has been generalized in two different ways: First, by H. A. Gindler 
(Nagoya Math. J. 26 (1966), 31-38) and B. Nagy (Acta Math. Acad. Sci. Hungar. 33 
(1979), 379-390), to include meromorphic functions with poles in the extended 
spectrum which are not eigenvalues. Second, by M. Schechter and J. Shapiro 
(Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. 175 (1973), 439-467), to include functions analytic on a 
neighborhood of the Fredholm spectrum. In this paper we give several results 
about the meromorphic alculus, in particular, spectral mapping theorems for 
essential spectra; and we apply our results to the study of the solutions of some 
integro-differential equations. Moreover, for functions admissible in both calculi, we 
verify that with suitable choice of quasi-resolvent and contour of integration, the 
Schechter-Shapiro calculus yields an extension of the operator provided by the 
meromorphic calculus. © 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a complex Banach space, C(X) the set of all closed linear 
operators with domain and range in X, and T~C(X) such that the 
resolvent set p(T) is non-empty. 
The well-known Dunford Taylor operational calculus for T has been 
generalized in two different ways: First, H. A. Gindler [2J considered 
meromorphic functions with poles in the extended spectrum ae(T) which 
does not belong to the point spectrum ap(T), and he associated each of 
them with an operator f(T)~C(X); B. Nagy [7] has developed this 
calculus. Second, M. Schechter and J. Shapiro [9] associate an operator in 
L(X) with a function analytic on a neighborhood of the Fredholm spec- 
trum and analytic in ~ for each choice of quasi-resolvent and of contour of 
integration; different choices of these concepts lead to operators in L(X) 
which differ in a compact operator. We note that Miiller-H6rrig [61 has 
also studied this calculus for T6 L(X) and functions not necessarily defined 
in or. 
In this paper, by means of a factorization of the operator provided by 
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the meromorphic alculus and some additional results relating domains, 
kernels and ranges of the operators involved, we complete the study 
realized in [ 1, 2, 7 ]. 
Particularly, by defining extended essential spectra for any operator in 
C(X), we are able to give spectral mapping theorems. We also present an 
application of the calculus to the study of the solutions of a kind of integro- 
differential equations. 
On the other hand, by considering admissible functions for both calculi, 
we show that the Schechter-Shapiro calculus, with a suitable choice of 
quasi-resolvent and contour of integration, gives an extension of the 
operator provided by the meromorphic calculus. 
Now, we collect some notations used in the paper; other notations will 
be used without explanation because their meaning is obvious. 
Op(X) will denote the set of all linear operators T with domain D(T) 
and range R(T) in X; N(T) will be the kernel of T. Also, L(X):= 
{TE C(X) [ D(T)=X} and Co(X):= {T~L(X) [T compact}. 
Bi, RS, F, A +, A _, SF + , SF_ denote the subclasses of C(X) of all bijee- 
tive, Ries~Schauder, Fredholm, Atkinson with finite nullity, Atkinson with 
finite defect, semi-Fredholm with finite nullity and semi-Fredholm with 
finite defect, respectively. Remember that T is Riesz-Schauder if it is 
Fredholm with finite ascent and descent, and T is Atkinson if it is semi- 
Fredholm with kernel and range complemented. 
If M is a linear subspace of X, T I M will be the restriction of T to M. 
will denote the class of all polynomials, and the canonical fac- 
torization of P E ~ will be written P(z) = 1--[/k= 1(2i -  z) ~'. 
Finally, for properties of the Dunford-Taylor calculus we refer to [ 11 ]. 
I. POLYNOMIALS IN A LINEAR OPERATOR 
In this section X will be a complex linear space and A ~ Op(X). For each 
polynomial P ~ ~ we consider the operator P(A) defined as usual. If P has 
degree d, it is evident hat 
N[(2-A)m]cD[P(A)]=D(Aa), where 2eC, meN, 
P(A)[D(A'~)]=R(P(A))nD(Am-a), where m>~d. 
(1.0) 
The following result is proved in [12] when D(A)= X. 
(1.1) THEOREM. "Let P(A)=I-[gi=I (2i--A) n', where 2,v~2j for i¢j. 
Then 
(i) N[P(A)] =Z/k=1 + N[(2i--A) "i] (algebraic direct sum). 
(ii) RIP(A)] = 0k=l R[(2i--A)"i]. '' 
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Proof (i) See [123 .
(ii) First we shall prove 
(~.- A )n x ~ R[ (I.t- A)m],:z, x ~ R[ (I.t- A)m], 
where m, nEN, 2,#~C, 2¢/~ and x~D(A"). (1.2) 
If x ~ R[ (#-A)m] ,  then (2 -A)"x  ~ R[ (2 -A)" (y -A)  m] = 
R[ ( lt-  A )m], 
Conversely, if m=n= 1 and x'~D(A) with (2 -A)x=( l~-A)x ' ,  it is 
clear that x=(2-p)  l ( y -A) (x ' -x )eR(y -A) .  Suppose the converse 
to be true for l=n~<m-1 and let ( ; t -A )x~R[ ( l~-A)m]c  
R[(y-A)m-1];  then x~R[(y -A)  m J], and choosing x'~ 
R[(I~-A)'~-I]~D(A) such that (2 -A)x=(#-A)x '  we obtain 
x=(2-p) - l (#-A) (x ' -x )~R[ (#-A)m] .  Now, if the converse is true 
for m and n - l>~l ,  and (2 -A)"x~R[ (#-A)m] ,  then (2 -A)xe  
R[(# - A)"]  and consequently x ~ R[ (#-  A)"]. Thus, (1.2) is shown. 
In order to prove (ii), we observe that 0~=1 R[ (2 i -A )  "i] cR[P(A)] is 
evident for k=l ;  suppose it to be true for k - l>~l  and let 
y~(-]~=I R[(2i-  A)"']; then y=(21-  A)~ y1E(']~=2 R[(2~-A)"' ] and so 
y E RIP(A)] since y~ ~ 0/k= 2 R[(2~- A )"~] = R[ I~_  2(2~- A)"'] by virtue of 
(1.2). As R[P(A)]cO~=IR[(2i -A)  "~] is obvious, the proof is com- 
plete. | 
(1.3) COROLLARY. "If P, Q are polynomials with no common zeros, then: 
(i) P(A)xeR[Q(A)]c~xER[Q(A)],  where x~D[P(A)]. 
(ii) P(A)(N[Q(A)]) = N[Q(A)]; hence N[Q(A)] c RIP(A)]." 
Proof (i) It is an obvious consequence of (1.1) and (1.2). 
(ii) By virtue of (1.1) we have 
P(A) x ~ N[Q(A)] ~x  ~ NIP(A) Q(A)] ¢:,x ~ NIP(A)] ~- N[Q(A)]. 
Thus, it suffices to show that N[Q(A)] ~ RIP(A)], or that N[ (2 -A)" ]  c 
R[ (y -A)  m] with m,n~N and 2¢#.  For this, if x~N[(2-A)" ] ,  then 
(2 -A)"x=OeR[( I t -A)m] ,  and so x~R[(y -A)  m] by (1.2). | 
2. APPLICATION TO THE DUNFORD-TAYLOR CALCULUS 
Throughout his section X will denote a complex Banach space, C the 
extended complex plane, T~ C(X) with p(T) ~ ~ and A(T) the set of all 
functions f: (2~ C with domain an open set d(f)  such that as(T)= d(f)  
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and f holomorphic on A(f); let f (T)eL(X)  the operator defined by the 
Dunford-Taylor calculus. 
(2.1) DEFINITION. WhenfeA(T)  we consider two open sets A, A' such 
that A(f )=A uA', A nA '=~,  f is identically 0 on A' and is not iden- 
tically 0 on each connected component of A; then o - , (T )=aua ' ,  where 
a' := O'e(T ) hA '  and a := ~re(T)\a'. Let E~ be the projector corresponding 
to the function e~A(T) such that e(A)= {1} and e(A')= {0}. 
Note that the zeros o f f  in A are isolated with finite multiplicity, and 
there is only a finite number of them in a because a is compact, say Co = oo, 
c~,..., ck with finite orders mo >~ 0, m, > 0, i = 1,..., k. Let 
m : = mo + rnl + "'" +mk and P(z) := I--I/k= l(Ci - -  Z) mi. 
Choose ~ e p(T) and consider the function F, e A(T) defined by 
F,(z) :=f(z)P(z) - l (~-z)  '~ if zeA 
:= 1 if zeA'. 
Clearly F~ has no zeros in ae(T), hence F~(T)~ L(X) is invertible in L(X). 
Since P(z)(~-z)-meA(T) and f(z)=F~(z)'P(z)(~x-z)-m'e(z), we
obtain 
f (T) = F,(T) P(T)(~- T) m E~, 
which will be termed associated factorization with fe  A(T), or factorization 
o f f (T ) .  We observe that F,(T), P(T)(a-T)  '~ and E~ are commuting 
operators, and that f (T) x=F,(T)(cc-T) -mE~P(T) x for every 
x ~ D(T ~-m°) = D[P(T)], where F~(T), (~ - T)-m and E~ commute. 
The following statement expresses N[f(T)] and R[f(T)] in terms of the 
factorization of f (T) .  
(2.2) THEOREM. 
factorization off(T). Then 
and 
Proof Let 
"Let feA(T)  and f(T)=F~(T) P(T)(~- T) -m Eo the 
N[f(T) ] = N[P(T)] • N(E~) 
R[f(  T) ] = R[ P( T) ] c~ R(E,~) n D( T'~°). '' 
T= := T I R(E~) and T~, := T I N(E~). As (R(E~), N(E~)) 
completely reduces T, P(T) and h(T) for every heA(T), we have 
P(T) IR(E~)=P(T~), f (T)  IR(E~)=f(T~), h(T)[R(E=)=h(T~), and 
analogously with T,,. We derive from the factorization of f (T) that 
f(T~)=F~(T~) P(T,)(~-T~) -m, and, according to (1.0), 
R[f(T,~)] = RIP(To)] n D(T'~ °) = R[P(T)] n R(E~) c~ D(T"°); 
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moreover, by (1.3), 
x e N[P(T,~)(~ - T,,)-"] .¢~ (o: - T,~)-m X ~ N[P(T,~)] "¢~ x 
= (~ -- za)m(~ -- T~) m xeN[e(T~) ] ,  
and so N[f(T~)]  =N[P(T~)].  
On the other hand N[f(T~,)] = N(E~) and R[f(T~,)] = {0) becausefis 
identically 0 on the neighborhood A' of a' = a~(T~,); and N[P(T~,)] = {0} 
since P has no zeros in tr', hence NIP(T)]  = N[P(T~)]. Therefore 
N[ f (T ) ]  = N[f (To)]  • N[f(T~,)] = NIP(T)]  • N(Eo), 
R [ f (T ) ]  =R[ f (T~) ]  OR[f (T~,) ]  =RIP(T) ]  nR(E~)nD(T"°) .  I 
(2.3) COROLLARY. "Let f, g ~ A(T) u ~ with no common zeros in a~(T). 
Then: 
(i) N[ f (T ) ]  cR[g(T ) ] .  
(ii) f (T )  xeR[g(T) ]c~xeR[g(T) ] ,  where xeD[ f (T ) ] . "  
Proof If H is a polynomial of degree n and c~ e p(T) is not zero of H, it 
is clear that H(z) (~-z )  "eA(T) ,  R [H(T) (~- -T ) - " ]=R[H(T) ]  and 
N[ H( T)(~ - T)-"]  = (~ - T)" N[ H( T) ] = N[ H( T) ] by (1.3). Consequen- 
tly, it suffices to prove the statement for f, geA(T) .  
(i) .Consider the factorizations f (T )=F , (T )  P(T)(c~- T) "E~, 
g(T) = G~(T) Q(T)(~ - T)-"  E~, and the decomposition ae(T) = ~ w tr' u ~' 
determined by the spectral sets a', r'. If X= X~ G X~, • X~, is the associated 
direct sum, we note that X~ = X¢ 09 X~, and X~ = X¢ 0)Xo, ; and the isolated 
zeros o f f  and g belongs to ~. 
We have 
N[U( T~) ] = N[ P( T~) ] c R[Q( T~) ] n D( T~c ° ) = R[ g( T~) ], 
N[U(T~,)] =X, ,=R[g(T~,) ]  and N[f(T~,)] = {0); 
hence we obtain 
N[ f (T ) ]  = N[f(T¢)]  O) N[f(T~,)] • N[f(T~,)] 
c R[g(T~)] GR[g(T~,)]  GR[g(T~,)] = RIg(T)].  
(ii) If x = g(T) x' e RIg(T)] ,  then f (T )  x = g(T) f (T )  x' e RIg(T)].  
Conversely, if f (T) x e RIg(T)] ,  by virtue of (2.2) it is 
R[ f (T ) ]  = R[P(T)]  n D(T m°) ~ (X~ • X~,) 
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and 
R[g(T)] = R[Q(T)] n D(T ~°) c~ (X~ @ X~,), 
where rain(too, no)=0 since ~ is not a common zero of f and g. 
Define p := max(m o, no); then R[ f ( r ) ]  c~ R[ g(T)] = R[P(T) Q(T)] c~ 
D(T p) n X¢ = R[ f (T)  g(r)]  and f ( r )  x E R[ f ( r )  g(r)] .  It follows that 
xeR[g(T) ]  + N[ f ( r ) ]cR[g( r ) ] .  | 
(2.4) Remark. Let aep(T), keN and feA(T)  such that f (oo)#0.  
From (2.3) we derive 
x e D(T ~) = R[(a - T) -k ] .¢~f(T) x E D(Tg). 
3. THE MEROMORPHIC OPERATIONAL CALCULUS 
Let X be a complex Banach space, TEC(X) with p (T )~,  M(T) 
the set of all functions f ' .A ( f )cC~C such that A(f)  is an open 
set, ae(T)= A(f)  and f is mromorphic on A(f) having no poles in ap(T). 
Since a~(T) is compact, then f has (at most) a finite number of poles in 
ae(T), say po=~,  P~,...,Ph with rders no>~0, nj>O, j= l , . . . ,h ;  let 
rt :=F/o+/, /1 + . . .  +nh.  
If fEM(T) ,  ~p(T)  and Q(z):=-yI}=l(pj-z)% we define G~(z):= 
f(z)Q(z)(ot-z) " with the usual conventions; clearly G~eA(T). Then, 
Gindler [2] defined the operator f (T)  by 
f (T)  := G~(T)(~ - T)" Q(T) -1. (3.0) 
It is easy to verify that f (T)  is independent of ot~p(T). In fact, 
if ~, f le  p(T) we have G~(z) = G~(z)(fl- z)"(ot- z)-"; since 
( f l - z ) " (a -z )  "cA(T), ( f l -z)"  has degree n and ~ is zero of (~-z )  " 
with order n, the Dunford-Taylor calculus gives ( f l -  T)"(~-  T) ", hence 
G~(T) = Gp(T)(fl- T)"(ot- T)-", and in consequence G~(T)(o~- T)" = 
G p( T)(fl - T)". 
Note that Q(T)(a-  T) ~eL(X) and then (a -  T)" Q(T) - leC(X) .  
Moreover 
D[ f ( T) ] = D[ (~-  T)"Q( T) - ~ ] = R[ Q( T)( a - T)-"]  = Q( T)( D( T~) ) 
= R[Q(T)] c~ D(T~°), 
R[ f (T) ]  =R[G~(T)]. 
The following result has been proved in [7]', our proof is simpler. 
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(3.1) THEOREM. "If f e M( T), then f (  T)= (~-  T)" Q( T) -1 G~( T). Con- 
sequently f ( T) e C( X)." 
Proof Firstly we shall see that D[f (T) ]  =D[(a -  T)" Q(T) 1 G~(T)]. 
If no > 0, we have G~(oo)~0, and by using (2, 3), (2, 4), we obtain 
x ~ D[f(T)]  = R[Q( T)] n D(T "°) ~ G,(T) x ~ R[Q(T)] c~ D( T n°) 
= D[ (a  - T)" Q(T) - I ]  ¢~x ~ D[(~ - T)" Q(T)  -1  G~(T)]. 
If no = 0, then 
x ~ D[f(T)] = R[Q(T)] ¢:, G~(T) x e R[Q(T)] = D[(~ - T)" Q(T)- I ]  
xED[(a- -  T)" Q(T) -1 G~(T)]. 
Now, if y~D[ f (T ) ]  and x~D(T")  are such that y=Q(T)x ,  by [11; 
V.8.6] we have 
(~-  T) ° Q(T) 1G~(T)y= (~-  r)" Q(T) -1 Q(T) G,(T)x 
=G, (T ) (a -T ) "x=f (T )y .  | 
(3.2) COROLLARY. "Given f e M(T), we have N[ f (T ) ]  = N[G,(T)]." 
Proof Obvious. 
(3.3) Remark. Let P, Q be polynomials of degrees m, n, respectively, 
with no common zeros and such that each zero 2 of Q satisfies 2 ¢ ap(T). 
Clearly P/Q e M(T) and the associated function is G~(z)=P(z) (~-z)  -p 
with p :=max(m, n). Then, the meromorphic alculus yields the closed 
operator P(T)Q(T)  -1, which is the usually defined. 
The following is a technical emma required for the spectral mapping 
theorem. 
(3.4) LEMraA. "Let fe  M(T), k e N and g~(z) :=f(z)  k. Then gk e M(T) 
and gk(T) =f(T)k. '' 
Proof Obviously gkeM(T)  and D[g(T)]=R[Q(T)k]c~D(T n°~) for 
every keN.  Then, the equality gk(T)=f(T)  k is trivial for k= 1; suppose it 
to be true for k and show it for k + I. 
In fact, we have 
x E D[gk+ I(T)] = R[Q(T) k+ 1] c~ D(T ~°(k+ 1)) 
(~ - T) n Q( T)-  i x ~ R[Q( T) k ] n D( T ~v') 
¢~ f ( T) x e R[Q( T) k ] n D( T~°k); 
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hence D[gk+l(T)]=D[gk(T)f(T)] .  Now, the equality gk+l(T)= 
gk(T)f(T) follows from the commutativity ofthe operators in the definition 
of gk(T) and f(T). | 
Next, we define extended essential spectra. Our definition covers those 
considered in [4] for Te L(X) or T unbounded. 
(3.5) DEFINITION. Suppose Te C(X) and let ai(T) := {2 ~ C I 2 -  T¢ i}, 
where i runs over the set {Bi, RS, F, A +, A_,  SF+, SF_ }. We define the 
extended essential spectrum a~,(T) by 
aie(T ) := a,(T) 
:= ai(T) v0 {oo} 
if each injective operator in L(X) with 
range D(T) belongs to i, 
otherwise. 
If p(T) ~ ~ and ~ ~ p(T), we have oo e a,~(T) iff (~-  T) -1 ¢ i. 
Concerning to the spectra it is shown in [3] the following spectral map- 
ping theorem for functions fe  A(T) by using the factorization of f (T)  and 
well-known properties of products of operators in the corresponding 
classes. We observe that this result is proved in [4] for the particular cases 
T~ L(X) or T unbounded; our approach covers the general case and it is 
more unified. 
(3.6.) THEOREM [3]. "Let f~A(T)  and ie {Bi, RS, F, A+, A , SF+, 
SF }. Then f(ai~(T)) = a~(f(T))." 
We now present he result for functions f in M(T); the particular case 
i= Bi has been proved in [7]. 
(3.7) SPECTRAL MAPPING THEOREM. "Let feM(T)  and i e {Bi, RS, F, 
A+, A_,  SF+, SF_}. Then f(a,e(T))=aie(f(T))." 
Proof First, we observe that if G=(T) is the operator associated with 
f (T)  in (3.0), then G=(T) k is the operator associated with f (T f f  for each 
keN.  Therefore N[f(T)k]=N[G=(T) k] and R[f(T)k]=R[G=(T)k]; 
hence, f (T)  and G=(T) have the same nullity, defect, ascent and descent. 
Let #e C and gu(z ) :=#- f (z )eM(T) .  Then 
gu(r) := Gu~(T)(a - T) ~ Q(T) -1 
= i~I - f (T )= [#Q(T)(~- T ) - " -  G~(T)](a- T)" Q(T) -1. 
Hence, by virtue of (3.6), #q~ai(f(T)) <:> #I - f (T )e i  <:> Gu, (T )e i~ 
Gu~(z ) ~ O, gz e aie(T ) .~ f(z) ~ #, gz e aie(T) <:~ # q~f(ai~(T)). Moreover, as 
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D[f(T)] = R[Q(T)(~- T)-n], we have oo ¢ aie(f(T)) ¢> Q(T)(~- T)-" ~ i 
.¢~ (pjCa~,(T), j= 1,..., h) and (aD q~a~(T) if no>0)  ~ ~ q~f[aie(T)]. II 
(3.8) COROLLARY. "If f6M(T)  and z is a spectral set off(T),  then 
cr := ae(T) n f - l ( z )  is a spectral set of T." 
Proof Let cr ' :=a~(T)\a and z':=a~(f(T))kz. By (3.7) we have 
f(cr w or') = z u z', hence or' = ae(T) c~f l(z'). Since f is continuous, a and 
a' are clopen in ae(T), and so #, or' are complementary spectral sets 
ofT_ | 
We are going to examine the conditions under which it may happen that 
f(T) = 0 where f~ M(T). The following minimal equation theorem is con- 
sequence of the corresponding to the Dunford-Taylor calculus. 
(3.9) THEOREM. "Suppose that f6  M(T). Then f(T) = 0 if and only if f 
vanishes identically in a neighborhood of each point of ae(T) except perhaps 
for a finite number of isolated points which are zeros o f f  and poles of the 
resolvent of T with order as poles not exceeding the order as zeros." 
Proof Let G~A(T)  the function associated with f and 
f(T):=G~(T)(~- T)'Q(T) -1. Since R[f(T)]=R[G~(T)] it follows 
f (T )=0 iff G~(T)=0. Now the statement is derived from [-11; V.10.7] by 
observing that f(z) and G~(z) have the same zeros with equal orders. | 
Next we give some conditions under which f (T )~ L(X) or it is bounded 
or f(T)-compact operator. 
(3.10) PROPOSITION. "Let f 6 M(T) and f(T)  := G~(T)(~- T) n Q(T) 1. 
The following properties are equivalent: 
(i) f(T)~L(X). 
(ii) R[Q(T)] nD(T  "°) =X. 
(iii) R[G~(T)] c R[Q(T)] nD(T"°). 
(iv) fEA(T)." 
Proof (i),~(ii),=,(iii). Note that D[f(T)]=R[Q(T)]c~(T "°) and 
f (T)  = (or- T)" Q(T) -1 G,(T). 
(i) ~ (iv). If f (T) E L(X) then D(T  ~°) = X= R[Q(T)]; hence no = 0 or 
D(T)=X, and R(p i -T )=X for each pole Pi in a(T); since 
N(p i -T )= {0}, there are no poles of f in  a(T). Thus f ~ A( T). 
( iv)~( i ) .  I f f~A(T)  we have D(T)=X or no=0; moreover Q(T)=I. 
Therefore D[f(T)] =X. | 
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(3.11) PROPOSITION. "Let fEM(T). The following statements are 
equivalent: 
(i) f(T) is continuous, or equivalently, 
D[f(T)] = D(T "°) n RIO(T)] is closed_ 
(ii) R(pi -T)  is closed for i=l,...,h, and D(T) is closed when 
n o > 0." 
Proof (i)=~(ii). We know that Q(T)(~-T)-n~L(X) with 
R[Q(T)(~-T)-n]=D[f(T)]  and N[Q(T)(~-T)-n]={O}. I f f (T ) i s  
continuous, then Q(T)(~- T)-n ~ SF + and so 0 ¢ age[Q(T)(ct- T) n] = 
{ Q(z)(~ - z) -n L z e age(T) } for i = SF+ ; therefore p ¢ trie (T) for i = SF+ and 
every zero p of Q(z)(~-z) ~. But the zeros of this function are Pl,--.,Ph, 
and also P0 = ~ if n o > 0; hence (ii) follows. 
(ii)=~(i). It is obvious from (1.0) and (1.1). | 
(3.12) PROPOSITION. "Let f~M(T). The following statements are 
equvalent: 
(i) f(T) is (ct- T) ~ O(T)-l-compaet. 
(ii) f(T) is f(T)-compact. 
(iii) G,(T) is compact." 
Proof (i)¢~(ii). Note that f(T) and (~-T)nQ(T) i are closed 
operators with the same domain; hence hence their graph topologies coin- 
cide. 
(i i)~(ii i). Consider the f(T)-norm in D[f(T)]. Then the equivalence 
is an easy consequence of the following result [11; V.7.5]: Let E, F be 
Banach spaces, G a normed space, A ~ L(F, G) and K6 Co(E, G) such that 
R(A)cR(K); then A~Co(F, G). | 
(3.13) Remark. Since G,(z) and f(z) have the same polynomial of 
zeros, [6; Th. 5.1 ] provides another characterization ff(T)f(T)-compact. 
Moreover, it is simple to derive characterizations of T compact or 
T~Co(X) from (3.10), (3.11) and (3.12). 
We shall end this section with a result about the conjugate operator of 
f(T). 
(3.14) THEOREM. "Let T~ CD(X) := {A ~ C(X) J D(A) = X} and f~ 
M(T) such that f(T) ~ Co(X). Then f~ M(T') and f(T)' =f(  T')," 
Proof For each pole pi of f we have R(pg-T)=X because 
f(T)~ CD(X) and D[f(T)] =R[Q(T)] n D(T~°); hence N(p~- T')= {0}, 
i = 1,..., h, and consequently fe M(T'). 
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Since (~ - T) "Q( T) c Q( T)(a - T)-" G L(X) and DE(a - T)-" Q(T)] is 
dense, we have [Q(T)(~-  T) -" ] '  = [(a-- T)-" Q(T) ] '= Q(T')(~- T') " 
(for the last equality see [5; III, pr. 5.26]); moreover, the Dunford-Taylor 
calculus yields G,(T) '= G~(T'). 
Now, as Q(T)(o~-T)-"~L(X), by using [5; III, pr. 5.26], we have 
f (T) '  = E(~- T)" Q(T) 1], Go(T)'= [ (Q(T)(~-  T) ") ']-1 G~,(T') 
= [Q(T')(c~- T ' ) - " ] - t  G~,(T')= (~- T')" Q(T') 1 G=(T') =f(T') .  | 
4. COMPARISON OF THE MEROMORPHIC AND SCHECHTER--SHAPIRO CALCULI 
The Schechter-Shapiro operational calculus [9] can be applied to the 
functions feM(T) such that Pl,...,Ph G c%(T)\ar~(T) and no=0; note that 
in such a case 
pj-T~F(X), N(pj-T)={O), i(pj-T)<O, j=l,...,h, 
where i(pj- T) is the index of p j -  T. Since no = 0 and R(pj - T) is closed 
for each j, the operator f(T) provided by the meromorphic calculus is con- 
tinuous. Moreover, since 
h 
f(z) = F(z) + ~ ~ ajz(pj-- z) ', 
j= l /= l  
where F(z) is analytic on ae(T), 
(4.0) 
we have 
f(T)=F(T)+ L ~ ajz(pj-T)-( (4.1) 
j - - l l= l  
We shall prove that with suitable choices of quasi-resolvent and curve of 
integration, the Schechter-Shapiro calculus gives us an extension off(T).  
First, we shall construct a suitable quasi-resolvent R~, [9]. Remember 
that in each connected component ~b i of the Fredholm resolvent pc(T) 
there exists a set Si of isolated points #i with no accumulation point in ~bi 
such that the nullity of # i -  T is greater than the constant value in ~i of the 
nullity of 2 - T when 2 e ~b i - Si. Each choice of a point 2i G ~i - Si and a 
quasi-inverse TiEL(X) of 2 i -T  determines a set q5 ° of isolated points 
v~ ~i such that - - (v- - J , i )  -1 G o'(Ti) having no accumulation point in qs~ 
and satisfying Sic q~ °. Then, the quasi-resolvent R~(T) is defined in 
qsi- ~° by R'~(T):= T i [ (2 -  2i) T i+ I ]  -1, and it is analytic on ~b~-~ °.
In our case, since N(pj - T) = {0} for each pole pj off, we can choose 2~ 
to be such a pole in each component q~i with poles o f f  The choice of a 
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suitable quasi-inverse for each pole pj is basic in the comparison: If Nj is a 
complement of R(pj - T), we define Tj E L(X) by means of 
Tjx := (pj - T) - 1 x if x e R(pj - T), 
(4.2) 
:=0 if xeNj ;  
Tj is, in fact, a quasi-inverse of p j -T  since TjeL(X), R( Tj)= D( T), 
Tj(pj - T) = ID(T) and (& - T) Tj = I -  Pj, where P; is the projector on I7; 
with kernel R(&-  T) [9]. 
If there is more than one pole in a component ~b~, we have at least two 
choices of 2~ in ~b~, and of course more than one quasi-resolvent. 
Nevertheless, chosen p~ in qsi, we are going to verify that, with an 
appropriate quasi-inverse, very pole in ~/belongs to ~b~- q~o, and that the 
choice of a different pole p Cp~ in q~ yields a quasi-rcsolvent which coin- 
cides on a neighborhood of p with that constructed by means of p~. 
Let 45k, k= 1,..., m, be the components of pv(T) with poles o f f ,  and, 
rearranging with double index, let Pk~, i = 1,..., rk, the poles in ~bk; that is, 
pk~e~k, i=l,.,.,rk, k=l, . . . ,m and rt+ "'" +r~=h. 
First, we shall give two preliminary lemmas. 
(4.3) LEg~A. "Given a component 45 k of pF(T) with poles of f ,  there 
exists a finite dimensional subspace Nk which is a complement of R[ P k, -  T] 
for each i= 1,..., rk_" 
Proof Since pki~bk and N(pk~-- T)= {0}, i=  1 ..... rk, it is clear that 
the subspaces R[p~-  T] have the same finite codimension dk >~ 1. 
Clearly there is a subspace N1 of dimension 1 such that 
N1 n R[pk~-- T] = {0} for i=  t,..., r k. 
Let dk >/s > 1 and suppose that there exists a subspace N,_ ~ of dimen- 
sion s -1  such that N~_ic~R[pk~-T]={O}, i=1  ..... rk. Choosing 
xoCR[pk~-T]q-)Ns_l ,  i=l,...,rk, it is clear that Ns:=Ns_l@[xo]  
verifies Nsc~ R[pki-- T] = {0}, i= 1,..., rk. Therefore Nk := Nd~ satisfies the 
statement. | 
(4.4) LEMMA. "Let Tk := Tkl the quasi-inverse of Pkt -- T defined in 
(4.2). Then --(Pk,--Pkl) teP(Tk) f or i=2,..., rk." 
Proof Note that 
Tk(Pk,-- T) = Tk(pk, -- T) + (Pkg--Pk,) Tk = I+ (Pk,--Pk~) Tk 
= (Pk,--Pki)[--(Pki--Pkl) -~ I-- Tk]; 
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by virtue of the choice of Ark, we have N[T~(p~-  T)]= {O} and 
R[T~(p~-  T)] =R(T~)=D(T) .  Then I+ (p~i-pk~) T~ is a Fredholm 
operator with index 0 because p~ - T, p~-  Te F(X) and 
[ I+(p~-p~)Tk] (p~a-T)=p~, -T ;  moreover, it is injective on 
R[pk l -  T] and applies identically N~ onto Ark. Therefore I+  (p~-p~)  irk 
is bijective and, in consequence, - (p~g-p~)- lep(T~) .  |
Now, consider the operators irk := T~I and Tk~, i= 2,..., rk, associated 
with the poles Pxl and Pk~ by means of (4.2), and the operators R~(2) := 
T~[ (2 -p~)  T~ + I] ~ and Tki[()~--Pki) Tki+ I] -1. 
(4.5) PROPOSITION. "There exists a~ > 0 such that Rk(2 ) and 
Tk/[(2--P~i) Tk,+ I ] - l  coincide on the open ball B(pki, 6k) for i= 2,..., rk." 
Proof Since {2~q5 k[ --(2--pk~)-lep(Tk)w{oO}}=qSk--q~° ~isopen 
and Pki e ~bk -- q~°l, i = 1,..., rk, there exists 6 k > 0 such that 
c o B(Pki, ¢5k) ~k-  q~ki for i = 1,..., r~. 
First, we shall show that Rk(pki)= Tki. 
In fact, since Rk(P~i)[(Pkz--Pkl) rk + I] = Tk, we have 
Rk(pk i ) (pk , -  T) = Rk(pki)[ (pk i --Pkl) + (Pkl -- T)] 
= Rk(Pk~)[(Pki--Pkl) Tk + I](pk~ -- T) = ID(r); 
hence Rg(px~) coincides with Tki on R(pk~--T). On the other hand 
I + (Pki - Pkl) irk applies identically Nk onto Ark, and so 
Tk[(pk~--pkt) irk + I] 1 = Rg(pki) vanishes on N k. Thus Rk(pki) = Tki. 
Now, if 2 E B(pki , 6k) it is easy to verify 
Tk,[(2--pk~) Tk~+I] -1= Tk[(2--pkl) Te+I] -~ :=Rk(2). II 
We shall choose the quasi-resolvent R' ). to be Rk(2 ) in ~g_qS~, 
k = 1,.._, m; in a component ~bs with no poles of f, we choose 2~ without 
restrictions other than those of the calculus. 
We now show how to choose the curve of integration. If
e~: = min{ [pki-p~j[: i #j, i , j= 1,..., r~}, 
e~:=min{ 6k e~2'2 1 } , [ IT~, [~ i=  1,..., r~ 
and Do is a Cauchy domain such that ~r~(T)cDocDocA(f) ,  then we 
consider the domain D := Do\[[,)~=~ Ur~ {ze C: Iz -p~l ~<ek}]; let ODo, 
OD be the boundaries of Do and D, and I~ :={z~C: l z -p~l=ex}.  
Obviously D is an admissible domain for the Seheehter-Shapiro calculus 
and + OD = + ODo ~ ( + I~). 
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Once the curve of integration is chosen and the choice of quasi-resolvent 
is made, the calculus yields the operator 
j~(T) :=f (oo) i+ l_j: f (2)  R'xd,~ if ooeD, 
2~i +aD 
1 
f f (2)  R~ d2 otherwise. 
:= 2zci +aD 
(4.6) THEOREM. '~7(T) is an extension of f (T) ."  
Proof By virtue of (4.5), for every z ~ B(pkj , 2ek) we have 
R'z = Tgi[(z--pki) Tki+ I] 1= Tk i ~ (pk __Z)~ T~, 
s~O 
and so (1/2ni)~ik~R'~(pki--z) ~dz=T~ki for i=l, . . . ,rk and k=l, . . . ,m. 
Moreover, it is clear that ~ikjR'~(pki--Z) -~ dz=O for i ~j, i , j= 1 ..... rk and 
k = 1,..., m. 
On the other hand, when ~ E D the points of cry(T) have index 0 with 
respect o ODo, and consequently ~+ODo (Pk~-- Z) ~ R'z dz = 0 for i = 1,..., rk 
and k = 1,..., m; if oo ~ D, taking r greater than the spectral radius of T we 
have ~ + ado R'z(Pk~-- z) * dz = ~1~1 =2r (Z - -  T ) -~(pk i - -  z)-* dz -- 0 because 
a(T)cDo,  each point in a(T) has index I with respect-to #D0 (in par- 
ticular Pki) and lira: ~ ~ [z]- II (z -- T ) -  lib- [p,~ - z[ -~ = 0. 
Furthermore, for the analytic function F(z) on ae(T), we have 
~1~j R'~F(z) dz = O, j = 1,..., rg, k -- 1,..., m. Consequently, recuperating the 
initial notations for the poles and taking account of (4.0), we obtain 
h 
y(T) = F(T) + • ~ a:,(pj- T)-', 
j= l l= l  
and, by (4.2), f(T)c)7(T);  the proof is complete. 
5. APPLICATION 
We use the meromorphic operational calculus to obtain some results 
about existence and uniqueness of the solutions of certain integro-differen- 
tial equations. 
Let X be a Banach space of functions, and A the differentiation operator 
defined by 
D(A) :={x~X]x '~X};  Ax=x ' ;  x~O(A).  
We assume that A ~ Co(X) and p(A) 4= ~J. 
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For f6M(A)  we consider the equation 
f (A )x=y,  yEXfixed. (5.1) 
We shall see that (5.1) is a kind of integro-differential equation. 
As R[ f (A) ]  = R[G~(A)] and N[ f (A) ]  = N[G~(A)], we can establish 
the following results: 
(i) There exists a solution x for each y eX  if and only if 
R(c - A) = X for each zero c of J~ note that if oo is zero off, then D(A) = X. 
(ii) If there exists solution, this is unique if and only if 
N(c -A)  = {0) for each zero c o f f  
(iii) There exists a unique solution x for each y e X if and only if 
c~p(A) for each zero of J~ note that D(A)=X if oo is zero o f f  
As an example, let X= { f~C[0 ,  1] I f (0 )=0} and D(A)= 
{f~X[ f '~X},  A f=f ' ;  in this case we have A~CD(X) and p(A)=C [11; 
pr. V.3.7]. If P is a polynomial and F is analytic on a neighborhood of ~ ,  
then f :=P+F~M(A)  and [ f (A )x ] ( t )=[P(A)x ] ( t )+F(oo)x ( t )+ 
~ to x( s ) g( t - s) ds, where g( t - s) = (1/27ri) ~1~1 =r F( Z ) e ~ t ~) dz with r > 0 suf- 
ficiently large. 
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